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Abstract—Adiabatic quantum-flux-parametron (AQFP) logic,
an energy-efficient superconductor logic with no static power
consumption and ultra-low switching energy, is a promising
candidate for energy-efficient computing systems. Due to the
native majority function in AQFP logic, which can represent more
complex logic with the same cost as the AND/OR function, the
design of AQFP circuits differs from AND-OR-inverter-based logic
circuits. Besides, AQFP logic has the path balancing requirement
and fan-out limitation, making traditional majority-based logic
optimization methods not applicable. This paper proposes a global
optimization method over the majority-inverter graph (MIG) to
minimize the JJ number and circuit depth of AQFP circuits. MIG-
based transformation methods are first illustrated to construct the
feasible domain. The normalized energy-delay-product (EDP), the
product of the JJ number and circuit depth of AQFP circuits, is
used as the objective function. Then, Bayesian optimization is used
to explore the global optimal transformation sequence applied to
AQFP MIG-based logic optimization. Experimental results show
that the proposed method has a significant improvement in the
JJ number and circuit depth compared with the state-of-the-art.

Index Terms—AQFP, Logic Synthesis, Bayesian Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Widely known for ultra-high energy efficiency, adiabatic
quantum-flux-parametron (AQFP) technology [1] uses AC
bias/excitation current as the (multi-phase) clock signal and
power supply. It can operate with energy dissipation close to the
thermodynamic and quantum limits corresponding to the Planck
constant, which shows that AQFP logic is a promising candidate
for building extremely energy-efficient computing systems.
Although AQFP logic has these advantages, due to the lack of
mature and robust electronic design automation (EDA) tools,
complex designs of AQFP logic are difficult and slow to realize.
Current digital circuit design mainly uses AND-OR-inverter
(AOI) logic, whose EDA tools cannot be directly applied in
AQFP logic with the native majority function. Besides, AQFP
logic has two features: (i) Path balancing requirement: All
inputs to the gate have the same delay (clock stages); (ii) Fan-
out limitation: Each gate can only drive one output. So, logic
synthesis tools suitable for AQFP logic are vital.

Recently, the research on the logic synthesis of AQFP logic
[2]–[5] has made some progress. Several methods [6]–[8] are
proposed to satisfy the above two requirements of AQFP logic
by inserting lots of buffers and splitters. To effectively utilize
the majority function to reduce the Josephson junction (JJ)
number and circuit depth (delay) of AQFP circuits, existing
works [3]–[5] propose majority-based logic synthesis methods

for AQFP logic. The method [3] converts the AOI-based netlist
to its corresponding majority-based netlist by mapping all
feasible three-input sub-netlists to their majority-based imple-
mentations. The method [4] uses several transformation rules
of the majority-inverter graph (MIG) [9] to implement logic
optimization of AQFP logic. Besides, the method [5] generates
a database of small AQFP circuit structures and replaces the
LUTs with the locally optimum (JJ or delay) AQFP structures
from the generated database in the topological order.

This paper focuses on addressing majority-based logic op-
timization towards AQFP logic, aiming at optimizing the JJ
number and circuit depth under the consideration of buffer and
splitter insertion. Since different implementations of the same
circuit may need different numbers of buffers and splitters,
buffer and splitter insertion should also be considered while
performing the logic optimization for AQFP circuits. This
paper regards the logic synthesis process of AQFP circuits
as a black-box optimization problem and proposes a MIG-
based logic synthesis framework named BOMIG to minimize
the JJ number and circuit depth. BOMIG uses a Bayesian
optimization method to explore the best result in different
implementations of the same circuit after buffer and splitter
insertion. Each implementation depends on its corresponding
operation sequence, where each operation is abstracted from
MIG-based transformation rules. The experimental results show
that the EDP of generated AQFP circuits decreases 37.80%,
24.07%, and 23.40% on average when the transformation
sequence length is 10, compared with the state-of-the-art.

II. BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION-BASED LOGIC SYNTHESIS

Plenty of buffers and splitters must be inserted in AQFP
circuits to meet the path balancing and fan-out constraints,
probably making the better AQFP circuit after logic optimiza-
tion worse in the JJ number and circuit depth. So, the key to
the MIG-based logic synthesis problem of AQFP circuits is
how to consider the insertion of buffers and splitters in MIG-
based logic optimization. However, these two processes are
incompatible since the structure of the circuit must be deter-
mined before buffer and splitter insertion, while the structure of
the circuit is determined after logic optimization. Hence, this
paper adopts Bayesian optimization to address the majority-
based logic synthesis of AQFP circuits, as shown in Fig. 1,
where each iteration contains logic optimization and buffer and
splitter insertion. The flow is composed of the following steps:
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Fig. 1. The flow of BOMIG.

1) The operation sequence is generated via Bayesian opti-
mization, where Gaussian Process with the sub-sequence
string kernel [10], [11] is used as the surrogate model to
approximate the objective function f = JJ ∗ delay, and
Expected Improvement is used as the acquisition function
to choose the next sequence composed of MIG-based
transformation operations. Besides, these operations and
buffer and splitter insertion are realized by the library
mockturtle [12].

2) AQFP circuits are generated by executing the operation
sequence following the sub-flow in the red box. Firstly,
the initial MIG from an RTL description is constructed,
where ABC [13] is used to generate k-LUTs, and then
they are mapped into an initial MIG. Next, the operation
sequence with the minimum f is executed to obtain the
result of MIG-based logic optimization. Finally, buffers
and splitters are inserted to obtain the AQFP circuit.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed MIG-based logic synthesis framework is im-
plemented in C++-17 and Python languages. To ensure the
consistency of each experimental method in terms of path
balancing and fan-out processing for primary inputs (PIs) and
primary outputs (POs) of the circuit, it is assumed that buffers
and splitters are inserted into PIs and POs such that all PIs
and POs satisfy the path-balancing requirement and fan-out
limitation. Besides, the maximum fan-out is set to 4.

The experimental results in Table I show that compared with
the state-of-the-art from the GLSVLSI’19 [3] and the DATE’22
[5] with two strategies, BOMIG shows significant effectiveness
on the MCNC benchmark circuits [14]. When the number n of
the initial samples is 20, the total number of samples T is
200, and the transformation sequence length is 10, for the JJ
number, the average reduction is 10.49%, 12.23%, and 13.93%,
respectively; For the circuit depth (delay), the average reduction
is 28.73%, 13.30%, and 10.84%, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced the MIG-based logic synthesis prob-
lem of AQFP logic and proposed BOMIG, a MIG-based logic

TABLE I
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE MCNC BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

Circuit GLSVLSI’19 [3] DATE’22 [5] BOMIGJJ-based delay-based
JJ delay JJ delay JJ delay JJ delay

5xp1 872 14 844 11 864 11 726 10
c1908 5878 40 5468 36 5410 34 5108 34
c432 2846 40 3716 37 3754 37 3098 34
c5315 20696 36 17858 33 18850 32 16410 30
c880 4622 35 4872 29 4722 26 3876 23
chkn 3832 25 3702 18 3768 16 3500 15
count 2230 34 1808 16 1842 16 1400 12
dist 4210 19 4032 16 4136 16 3536 14
in5 3310 20 3694 15 3806 15 3370 14
in6 2672 15 3306 14 3286 13 2884 11
k2 13476 27 16412 24 16452 24 14748 22
m3 3070 17 3090 16 3166 15 2680 12
max512 5250 20 5354 18 5538 17 4812 16
misex3 11650 28 12074 23 12398 24 11272 20
mlp4 3288 17 3394 16 3470 15 2976 14
prom2 26334 23 27218 22 28066 21 22326 20
sqr6 1154 12 996 11 996 11 916 10
x1dn 1052 14 1332 12 1444 13 1208 11
Average 1.1172 1.4031 1.1394 1.1534 1.1618 1.1216 1 1
EDP 1.6076 1.3170 1.3055 1

synthesis flow from an RTL description to a gate-level AQFP
circuit, which combines buffer and splitter insertion with logic
optimization to minimize the JJ number and circuit depth
of AQFP circuits. Firstly, Bayesian optimization explores an
optimal operation sequence. Then, an AQFP circuit is generated
by the sequence execution and buffer and splitter insertion. The
experimental results show that BOMIG significantly improved
MIG-based logic synthesis for AQFP logic.
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